**LIMITED SUBMISSION: American Diabetes Association Pathway to Stop Diabetes**

**PLEASE NOTE: ONE (1) PROPOSAL FROM TUFTS MAY BE NOMINATED**

**DEADLINES:**
- **Tufts Internal Email of Intent Deadline:** May 28, 2019 by noon
- **Sponsor Deadline:** July 1, 2019

For those interested, please send an email of intent to the Limited Submissions Team at limitedsubmissions@tufts.edu informing us of an intention to apply. EOI’s received after the deadline will not be considered. The email of intent must include:

1. The name of the solicitation and track (Initiator, Accelerator, or Visionary),
2. The name of the Principal Investigator, and the names of potential recommenders,
3. A 2-3 sentence description of the proposed project.

Should the number of interested applicants exceed the number allowed by the funder, an internal selection process will be conducted by the Office of the Vice Provost for Research, and candidates will be notified to submit internal application materials. All candidates will be notified of results. NB: Successful applications must include official notification from the Limited Submissions Team in order to submit. For more information, please see [http://viceprovost.tufts.edu/resources/funding/limited-submissions/](http://viceprovost.tufts.edu/resources/funding/limited-submissions/)

**PROGRAM PURPOSE:**
- To support innovative basic, clinical, translational, behavioral, epidemiological and health services research relevant to any type of diabetes, diabetes-related disease state or complication

**PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS:**
- Proposed projects must have a creative, innovative approach to prevention, treatment, or cure of all types of diabetes, diabetes-related states (obesity, pre-diabetes, and other insulin resistant states), and complications
- Applicants must agree to devote 75% effort to research, including that supported by this grant and any other funding sources. *Please note that each track has its own requirements regarding effort to this project*
- Projects will be reviewed based on qualifications of the principal investigator, including institutional support, and on the creativity and potential for impact of the proposed project
- *Please see the instructions for the appropriate track for details*

**ELIGIBILITY:** Researchers can only submit to this program twice, and cannot be nominated for a third submission.
- **Initiator:** Must be enrolled in a research training position (postdoctoral or research fellowship) at the time of application and have no more than seven years of training following doctoral degree. Must not have an NIH K99/R00 award.
- **Accelerator:** Must have a faculty appointment; must not have applied for or received R01/U01 renewal or second award.
- **Visionary:** Established investigators with an exceptional record of research accomplishment outside of diabetes research who may bring particularly innovative or transformative ideas to diabetes research. Must not have received funding related to diabetes research.

**AWARD INFORMATION:**
- **Initiator:** Two-phase award providing up to $100,000 support per year for the initial, two-year mentored phase and up to $325,000 per year for five years in the second phase; **Accelerator:** Up to $325,000 per year for up to five years; **Visionary:** Up to $325,000 per year for three years, with two additional years of support possible.

**FURTHER INFORMATION:** [https://professional.diabetes.org/meetings/pathway-stop-diabetes%C2%AE](https://professional.diabetes.org/meetings/pathway-stop-diabetes%C2%AE)

**NOTE:** Program announcement instructions supersede instructions delivered in this document.